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Gabai Sheini for Filters?
Posted by the.guard - 07 Jan 2010 10:36
_____________________________________

The filter Gabai, who can be contacted at filter.gye@gmail.com, wrote me an e-mail:

Guard, I have to go out of town on business beginning 1/17/2010-1/23/2010 and will have
limited computer access - meaning that for any changes that i need to log on remotely -will not
be possible. new licenses request which i do from my blackberry will not be a problem.

is there anybody on the forum that could be sorta a gabai sheini? Business at the GYE filter
shtibel is BH booming and we are pretty soon coming to the point where it will require an
additional Gabai to back me up.

Anyone want to volunteer to be filter Gabai Sheini?

You need to be:

- 90 days on our forum/site, and familiar with the community.

- 90 days clean, (preferably)

- computer savvy

- on-line a lot

- understand filter technology

- be willing to make changes for people by remote-access software like ShowMyPC,
TeamViewer or CrossLoop.

- be able to crack any password, firewall or encryptions, and know how to hack into the
pentagon's computers.

(OMG you thought I was serious about the last one  ;D)
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========================================================================
====

Re: Gabai Sheini for Filters?
Posted by imtrying25 - 07 Jan 2010 11:06
_____________________________________

Well i guess that counts me out. Cuz the only on i can do is the last one! :D :D :D :D :D :D :D :D
:D :D :D :D :D :D

========================================================================
====

Re: Gabai Sheini for Filters?
Posted by Gabe - 09 Jan 2010 12:00
_____________________________________

I know I'm new to the site and don't meet a lot of the criteria, but I would love to do it. It's up to
you I guess.

========================================================================
====

Re: Gabai Sheini for Filters?
Posted by the.guard - 09 Jan 2010 17:33
_____________________________________

I've been watching your progress with amazement, Halevi. I think you might be good for this
"back-up" job... Give me to the end of the week to decide... Keep up the good work!

========================================================================
====

Re: Gabai Sheini for Filters?
Posted by Gabe - 17 Jan 2010 22:46
_____________________________________

Have you come to a decision?

========================================================================
====

Re: Gabai Sheini for Filters?
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Posted by Tomim2B - 17 Jan 2010 22:48
_____________________________________

I can do it if it doesn't take too much time.

2B

========================================================================
====
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